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What’s New in CoSy® 2005? 

CoSy 2005 
CoSy is doing better than ever. While the market is gradually picking up 
again, recognition of ACE Associated Compiler Experts and the CoSy 
compiler development system is undeniable. Any company that understands 
what a high-performance compiler can do for their processor will 
definitely be taking a serious look at CoSy. Creating a robust, high-
performance compiler for today’s advanced, complex processor 
architectures places huge demands on the robustness and flexibility 
of the compiler development framework. CoSy is uniquely 
providing an open environment for cost-effective development of 
highly optimizing compilers for any type of processor. 
 
Under continuous development, release 2005 of the CoSy compiler development 
system brings a variety of new features and enhancements that further improve ease-of-use and targetability, as well as out-of-
the-box performance. Where the previous release of CoSy already offered 107 independent functional compiler modules, 
CoSy 2005 has grown to a stunning 186 components, each providing invaluable functionality for high performance compilers 
for the broad range of embedded processors. 

Revised packaging 
Following market feedback, the packaging of the CoSy compiler development 
system and its add-on components has been revised.  
The basic CoSy can now be complemented with specific source language 
packages, such as DSP-C, Embedded C or C++.  
The new Advanced Optimizations package is introduced to provide a wide 
range of advanced performance and code-size optimizations for embedded 
processors. 
Following the announcement of CoSy Express in 2004, the dedicated CoSy 
Express Generator package is now available for licensees that want to integrate 
(OEM) the CoSy Express compiler generator technology in their HW/SW co-
development EDA tools, or adaptive compiler systems for reconfigurable 
architectures. 
Furthermore, business has been opened for commercial use of pre-developed 
CoSy compilers for general purpose target processors. Starting with the new 
ARM9 CoSy compiler framework, which is available as a separate package, 
CoSy users can now acquire compiler IP to be combined with their own and thus build multi-core compilers for their multi-
core chips. 
In line with the notion of separating different functional modules in CoSy, the SuperTest C compiler test & validation suite is 
given a more independent position as a separate product. We are confident that the revised packaging, along with new pricing, 
will allow customers to better select the CoSy options they need. 

 CoSy Base 
 Source language packages 
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 Code generator packages 
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 i586 Pentium 
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ISO C99 
In our efforts towards gradually upgrading CoSy to C99 conformance, the standard C front-end has been extended with support 
for the bool data type as defined in the ISO C99 standard. Other new C99 features include compound literals, type-generic 
macros and variable argument macros. 

DSP-C / Embedded C 
DSP-C was first introduced into the CoSy system in 1997, as an extension to the C programming language, to support efficient, 
high-level programming of DSP features like fixed-point data types, separate memory spaces and circular arrays and pointers. 
In 2004 this initiative of ACE was adopted by the ISO workgroup for standardization of the C programming language under 
the name of “Embedded C”. While DSP-C has been around for quite some time and is currently used in a wide range of – not 
only CoSy – compilers, Embedded C is taking a slightly different approach. The fixed-point data type has been named fract, 
and support for circular arrays and pointers was not accepted. It is therefore only natural that in addition to the existing DSP-C, 
CoSy now also offers the option of an Embedded C front-end. The CoSy Embedded C front-end is conformant to the ISO 
WG14 Technical Report and offers the additional support for circular arrays and pointers as in DSP-C. This enables a smooth 
migration of existing DSP-C compilers to the new Embedded C, without loss of features and/or performance. New 
implementations are obviously encouraged to start off with the Embedded C front-end right away. 

Rule expansion (REX) 
A welcome extension to the CoSy back-end generator is 
rule expansion, which translates conventional match rules into 
instruction-level IR. The Code Generator Description (CGD) 
has been extended with instruction-level rules, which are of the 
same semantic level as architecture instruction descriptions. 
Rule expansion allows decomposition of complex rules that 
generate more than one instruction into separate instructions that 
are open to individual scheduling. This removes the need to 
lower the CCMIR to a level mapping directly to the machine 
instructions. 
These instruction-level elements allow for improved scheduling 
and make it easier for the CoSy compiler engineer to write 
peep-hole optimization engines and other very low-level 
engines.  

Compiler known types 
The CoSy data types system has been extended with compiler 
known types, which offers a means of tagging objects or 
expressions being of a special type. With this information 
available, the compiler writer can treat such object’s storage 
allocation, calling convention, or even value representation 
different from the other types. Typical use is in defining vector 
or complex data types.  

// 
// double word integer add 
// 
RULE [add_long] o:mirPlus(rs1:dreg, rs2:dreg) -> rd:dreg; 
TEMPLATE DALUTMPL; // resource template for the combination. 
COST 2; 
// Create two separate instructions.  
// Will be scheduled separately by the post scheduler 
EXPAND { 
 gcg_create_add(gcg_expand, 
  psr_dreg_lo(rs1), psr_dreg_lo(rs2), psr_dreg_lo(rd)); 
 gcg_create_adc(gcg_expand, 
  psr_dreg_hi(rs1), psr_dreg_hi(rs2), psr_dreg_hi(rd)); 
} 
 
 
// 
// add two registers, produce carry in CC register 
// 
INSTRUCTION add(rs1:reg, rs2:reg) -> rd:reg; 
WRITE REGISTERS <CC>; 
PRODUCER CCREGPROD; 
TEMPLATE ALUTMPL; 
EMIT { 
 fprintf (OUTFILE, "\tadd(%s,%s,%s);", 
  REGNAME(rs1), REGNAME(rs2), REGNAME(rd)); 
}  
 
// 
// add two registers with carry from CC register 
// produce new carry in CC register 
// 
INSTRUCTION adc(rs1:reg, rs2:reg) -> rd:reg; 
READ REGISTERS <CC>; 
WRITE REGISTERS <CC>; 
PRODUCER CCREGPROD; 
TEMPLATE ALUTMPL; 
EMIT { 
 fprintf (OUTFILE, "\tadc(%s,%s,%s);", 
  REGNAME(rs1), REGNAME(rs2), REGNAME(rd)); 
}  



 

 

Improved ease of use 
GENIR is a new module that improves existing functionality with respect to CoSy compiler modules that need to write 
(generate/modify) the IR. Through its automatic generation of labels and statement context information, as well as the intuitive 
and consistent API, this module greatly enhances the robustness and maintainability of CoSy compilers. In addition GENIR 
offers significant benefits to CoSy compilers’ size and execution speed. 
A new utility called mklibs has been introduced to enable automatic building of the standard C-library and arithmetic 
emulation libraries, based upon the CoSy target description file (TDF).  
Dominator tree analysis has been improved by a new compound module that combines and improves existing functionality in 
CoSy in determining the dominator tree based upon the control-flow graph.  
The new available-expressions analysis has been introduced and generally applied to enable smart monitoring of expressions 
and memory locations for availability, taking into consideration all relevant information available in the CoSy IR. 
The static list matching extension in the Code Generator Description (CGD) significantly simplifies the handling of function 
argument lists by matching full argument lists of function calls without the need for lowering.  
The target interface has been further harmonised and generally applied across the broad range of standard CoSy back-end 
engines, with the result that effort into the initial targeting and maintenance of the target specific compiler components is 
significantly reduced. 

Pressure-aware scheduler 
A scheduler is run before the register allocator to expose a maximum of parallelism to the register allocator. In creating 
parallelism the scheduler may create many overlapping live ranges that may force the register allocator to spill some of them. 
Spilling live-ranges in general annuls the gain from increased parallelism and is therefore undesirable. The CoSy scheduler has 
been enhanced with register pressure heuristics in order to prevent creation of excess live-ranges. In order to compute its 
heuristic, the scheduler tracks all live-ranges. At each point in time, the number of currently live registers is a measure for the 
register pressure. In addition to determining the register pressure for each instruction and reflecting this into the priority, the 
CoSy Scheduler is also capable of scheduling both forwards and backwards, thus adding another option to finding the best 
possible solution, while preventing spills. 

Path profiling instrumentation & annotation 
In order to collect runtime data on a program's execution and use the collected data for optimization purposes, path profiling 
has been introduced in CoSy. The path profiling system works by means of an instrumented version of the application, which 
collects profiling data during execution time. For this, CoSy has been extended with a single path profiling engine plus an 
associated source library supporting the automatic instrumentation of the application code.  
The path profiling engine offers three modes of operation:  
1. Instrumentation: the Intermediate Representation of the application code is instrumented with calls to the profiling code 

provided by the source library 
2. Annotation: the Use-Estimate information in the CoSy IR is updated based upon the profile data dumped during execution 

of the application  
3. Coverage: an annotated copy of the compiled source is generated including the profiling execution results, thus providing 

the application programmer detailed runtime statistics on his code 

Compiler Trainer 
Previous releases of CoSy have been provided with a bundled copy of the SuperTest™ C compiler test & validation suite, 
which offers thorough testing of C/C++ compilers and provides insight into the quality of the compilers that you develop. 
During 2003-2004, ACE successfully started bringing SuperTest under the attention of the broad community of compiler 
developers as an independent compiler validation environment. A recent survey among users further emphasized the strengths 
and potential of this product. The survey also identified that whilst SuperTest excels at testing compilers that have reached a 
certain state of maturity, it is not well suited for testing compilers right from the very first development stages.  
One conclusion that was drawn from all this, is that SuperTest deserves its own, independent place in the ACE portfolio.  
The other conclusion is that CoSy compiler engineers would welcome a system of step-by-step, incremental testing that guides 
them through the process of compiler development. To provide exactly that, CoSy Release 2005 has been enhanced with 
Compiler Trainer. Compiler Trainer starts off with a tiny number of basic arithmetic tests, requiring none of the high-level 
standard IO functions. As the development of the compiler progresses, increasingly stringent compiler tests guide the compiler 



 

 

engineer towards a fully functional compiler. Compiler Trainer not only enables quality assurance right from the first day of 
your compiler project, it also guides you through a best-practice process of CoSy compiler development. 

ARM9™, i586 and SPARC-V8™ code generators 
In the embedded system realm we see more and more multi-core applications where dedicated processors are combined with 
general purpose RISC processors. This development offers the perfect opportunity for heterogeneous multi-core compilers, 
where one single compiler can generate code for the different target processors in the chip. The potential benefits of such a 
combined compiler are clear: single source application code development, (semi-) automatic partitioning of code across the 
different cores, and advanced global optimizations. If you are combining your special purpose processor with ARM processors, 
then you are kindly invited to contact us and explore with us the possibilities for advanced multi-processor compilers. 
ACE has developed a compiler framework for the ARM9, which comes in addition to the existing i586 (Pentium) and 
SPARC-V8 compilers and code generators that are available as examples in CoSy. With this ARM9 compiler package, ACE is 
starting new business by offering ready-prepared code generators for general purpose RISC processor architectures.  
The CoSy ARM9 code generator is compatible with ADS v1.2, ADS v2.0, as well as with the GNU ARM 
tools and libraries, and conformant to the latest ARM EABI. Support for the ARM Hardware Floating 
Point Unit is included, as well as efficient allocation of literal pools. 

CoSy Express generator 
Announced in February 2004, CoSy Express is a new CoSy-based OEM compiler generator technology from ACE that opens 
up new possibilities for architecture designers to quickly create optimizing compilers for new processor architectures. Whereas 
CoSy is fully geared to satisfy the needs and requirements of the compiler expert, CoSy Express streamlines rapid compiler 
construction by means of delivering the architecture specific generation capabilities of CoSy to architecture designers and 
users of configurable processors. Typically, specific instances of CoSy Express compiler generators are integrated in 
hardware/software modelling & design tools, as well as advanced adapting compilation tools for configurable processors. 
In short: a significant part of CoSy is made available to the architecture designer. 
In order to enable generation of specific CoSy Express compiler generator environments, the CoSy portfolio has been extended 
with the CoSy Express Generator add-on package. The CoSy Express Generator allows for generation of CoSy Express 
instances from a single CoSy environment, incorporating any specific IP added by the user. 

Recommended system requirements and supported platforms 
 PC/Linux workstation with 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 or compatible processor 
 Sun-SPARC/Solaris workstation with 1 GHz UltraSPARC III 
 512 MB RAM 
 8 GB free hard disk space 
 Supported CoSy Hosts 

 Sun Solaris 9 
 Red Hat Enterprise Linux v.3 

 Additionally supported CoSy Compiler Hosts 
 PC/Windows 2000 
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E-mail: info@ace.nl 
Web: http://www.ace.nl 
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